Seamless collaboration for the modern business starts here

THE INTEL UNITE SOLUTION

Turning meeting room challenges into high-quality collaboration experiences.

- OPEN EXTENSIBLE
- COST EFFECTIVE
- REMOTE MANAGEABILITY
- INTEGRATED TELEMETRY

IMPROVED SECURITY
Helps provide and manage digital and physical access for your environment.

EASY INTUITIVE TOUCH
Collaborate and control from anywhere.

CONNECT AND SHARE
Wireless solution—allow everyone to participate.

IMPROVED COLLABORATION
Multiple presentations share a screen and collaborate.

NOW MIXED ENVIRONMENTS ARE BUSINESS AS USUAL
Extensible platform with a breadth of plugins:
- Unified communication plugins for Zoom, Skype for Business, Cisco Webex, and Cisco TelePresence.
- Analytics.
- Controls, document camera, guest access, meeting join, and more.

Plus, a growing list of plugins for digital whiteboards, room A/V controls, document camera, guest access, meeting join, and analytics.

See the growing list of apps for the Intel Unite solution at
uniteappshowcase.intel.com

Components of the Intel Unite Solution

1. An Intel® Core™ vPro™ processor-powered PC—enabled for the Intel Unite solution, providing a lightweight solution for the modern meeting space.
2. The Intel® Unite® app—unleashes endpoint collaboration.
3. A lightweight service—your existing infrastructure as an Intel Unite Cloud Service.

INTEL UNITE CLOUD SERVICE
Gain more choice, convenience, and flexibility—choose the cloud or on-premise Intel Unite solution.

The Intel Unite Cloud Service makes it easier for businesses of any size to modernize their collaboration environment. Experience ease of deployment and low maintenance for IT while delivering increased productivity for employees.

Simple to deploy and manage. Works with your existing infrastructure.

Take Back the Conference Room
Discover the collaboration solution designed for mixed environments and agility. Learn more at intel.com/unite.

Explore the Intel Unite Cloud Service at intel.com/unitecloudservice.